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Read The Ex-Husband’s Revenge By Dragonsky Chapter 206 – After saying that, Iris paused and added, “I know you did this to

help some of the lower–level employees, so let me offer a suggestion. I’ll have a word with Mister Mercer later and ask him to

lower the factory’s production capacity standards so that the performance bonuses will not be affected!”

“No! Iris, I know that the subject of raw materials has been troubling you a lot. Even if the production capacity standard was

lowered, it’s a stop–gap solution that doesn’t address the root cause! I… I want to share your burdens.” Leon said, summoning

up his courage.

“You…” Iris was stunned, and an indescribable warmth surged into her heart. Leon’s guess was right, the

issue of raw materials was indeed one of her constant troubles!

The rapid development of the company in the past two years, coupled with the insufficient supply of raw materials, left her no

choice but to let Ashwin go on a business trip to source new partners who could provide the raw materials. She knew that the

quality of the new supply was not as good, but she resigned herself to just grit her teeth and accept it!

Of course, if Leon was capable of increasing the refining efficiency of those new raw materials or developing cosmeceuticals that

had better effects, her worries would be solved completely!

“Leon, these are two very difficult ventures. Are you… sure?” Iris’s heart was moved. Even though she knew it was impossible,

she could not help herself from placing her hopes on Leon.

“I’m… quite confident. I’ll do my best!” Leon assured after some hesitation.

He was incredibly confident in front of Ariel but found it a little difficult to replicate that same level of confidence with Iris. After all,

he would be embarrassed to face Iris in the future if his venture failed!

Making a fool of himself in front of the woman he loved was something he would want to avoid at all costs!

“Okay. Do your best then! If you succeed, you would’ve contributed greatly to the company and will be rewarded well!” Iris said

with a smile. She knew that there was a pretty slim chance of success and so did not

take his words too seriously.

“Reward? What reward? Is it like when you agreed to go sightseeing with me on Mistcloud Mountain for two days?” Leon

regained his energy all of a sudden. He was so full of vigor that one might think he just shot himself up with drugs!

“In… In your dreams!” After recalling what happened in Mistcloud Mountain, Iris’s pretty face turned red in an instant. She could

still clearly remember that Leon helped her heal her foot injury up on Mistcloud Mountain, in addition to carrying her up and down

the mountain. He came into such intimate contact with almost every area of her body!

If something similar happened, she dreaded to think about how much further Leon was going to go with her!

“The point is, we’ll talk once you’ve succeeded! If you can’t succeed, you might as well forget about it!” Iris snorted slightly, then

turned around and walked away calmly.

“I still have a chance!” Leon’s eyes lit up, and his heart was filled with motivation!

After dinner, Leon left the villa and went all the way to the top of the mountain and out back. However, he went there for work and

not for his energy refinement.

The took out the jadeite tablet to activate the formation and then poured all his spiritual energy into the vegetation in the center.

Once that was done, he descended the mountain and went back to the house to sleep.

The following morning, Leon ascended the mountain in the wee hours.

The air on the peak was exceptionally fresh, and the energy–infused vegetation was covered with little droplets of dew, which

was exactly was Leon wanted!

After a night of nourishment by the Energy Convergence Circle, the morning dew absorbed the spiritual energy of heaven and

earth, and that together with the essence of the sun and moon absorbed at night and early morning–made the dewdrops look

particularly pure.
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